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8 -	 Sonoma 

Subject: Public Comment: 8 - Sonoma 
From: "Sharon S. Robison" <  
Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2011 16:58:13 +0000 
To:  

From: Sharon S. Robison <  
Subject: Keep Santa Rosa Intact 

Message Body: 
I see no reason to split the city of Santa Rosa between two districts. We identify 
more with the coastal region and have more interests in that area. To split the 
largest city in the county between two districts disinfranchises voters in both 
districts. Retain Sonoma County in one district---that being coastal. 
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8 -	 Sonoma 

Subject: Public Comment: 8 - Sonoma 
From: Sandy Chapman <  
Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2011 21:51:13 +0000 
To:  

From: Sandy Chapman <  
Subject: My District 

Message Body: 
I do not wish to have the elimination of a Congressional seat in my back yard. I feel 
there is now no North Bay region, but divvying up a seat that is predictably "of like 
mind" and cognizant of issues I care about, with some exceptions to tip the scale 
against the voters of that area.I would like to feel like the district is local to my 
location, but the North Coast is HUGE, often there is little in common with North Bay 
area. Why is the proposed redistricting set on elimination of a typically Democratic 
constituency to change the dynamic to possibly a more Republican agenda? 
There is a one percent in favor of this, I am not among those. 
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Keep 	Sonoma County 	Intact 

Subject: Keep Sonoma County Intact
 
From: "Sharon Robison" < 
 
Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2011 09:59:40 -0700
 
To: < 
 

I see no reason to split Sonoma County nor is it appropriate to split the largest city in the County, 
Santa Rosa, between two districts.  We, as a county, identify more with the coastal region than we do 
the foothills areas. Keep the County of Sonoma and the city of Santa Rosa in one, intact district 

Sharon Robison 
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8 -	 Sonoma 

Subject: Public Comment: 8 - Sonoma 
From: MaƩhew Danielczyk <  
Date: Tue, 14 Jun 2011 20:32:59 +0000 
To:  

From: Matthew Danielczyk <  
Subject: draft map for "North Coast" district 

Message Body: 
Please reconsider separating Santa Rosa from the rest of Sonoma County and lumping it 
in with Sacramento Valley counties. That is contrary to the way things actually work 
here. Santa Rosa is the hub of the North Bay, and should remain in the same district 
as the majority of Sonoma and Marin Counties. The "North Bay", particularly Marin and 
Sonoma Counties, are tightly linked economically, politically, culturally, and 
geographically, and should be represented together. I believe the Commission's draft 
map is a step in the wrong direction. The old boundaries made a lot more sense. Yes, 
Sonoma and Marin Counties are very liberal, but that's no accident. We work and live 
here because we share common values, and we tend to vote members of the community who 
share those values to represent us. There is nothing wrong with that. I imagine 
putting Santa Rosa and Yuba City more or less evens out the rolls of Democrats and 
Republicans, but it still smacks of gerrymandering, eve!
 n if it's for a good cause. Please improve the map for Sonoma County to ensure more 
contiguous representation. 
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